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Iranian scientist claims to have invented a time machine that can predict the future  - posted by sonofthunder (), on: 2013/4/11 5:50
Yes now we have "mad" scientists claiming a "back to the future" time machine with a high percentage of accuracy in pr
edicting future events.

Brethren we laugh at such things (i know ) but in the fair dinkum department  science and weird science is making more 
and more outrageous claims and inventions.

however we who are the true believers know the future is set in concrete

Furthermore the spirit of prophesy (future predictions and events)
was the TESTIMONY of JESUS  (therefore  the future is set) and our reliance is in that cannon of scripture which compri
ses the 66 books ... which books mind you... meet all the checks and balances.

Bottom line is science and wierd science can do what they will:

We know how it will all end ...and thats ...all that matters:

(at the end of the day) doesnt it ?

Re: Iranian scientist claims to have invented a time machine that can predict the fut - posted by TMK (), on: 2013/4/11 7:32
Why do you say the future is set in concrete?

God has been known to change his mind.  

Re:  - posted by DEADn (), on: 2013/4/11 10:00
I want to see this guy test it  to prove his point.

Re:  - posted by MaryJane, on: 2013/4/11 10:39
I read this article as it was shared with me. I thought how easy it will be to deceive some with this. To get  people to take
their eyes off of the LORD and on to themselves.  The article said that accuracy was correct 98% of the time...sadly that 
will be enough for some to place their trust for the future into man and machine. I would rather place my trust and faith in
CHRIST for my future and leave it to HIM not man made science that maybe right or maybe wrong or maybe manipulate
d?? 

God bless
maryjane

Re: , on: 2013/4/11 10:55
Let me get this straight.  Iran barely has a working nuke.  And a scientist has developed a time machine?..And how man
y laws of physics had to be overcome to arrive at such a feat?  I thought someone line Einstien said time travel was imp
ossible.

Ok.  I am ready to believe Area 51 exist and we have gray aliens and flying slivers.  

Ok.  Next question.  Does Bigfoot exist and does he need to hear the gospel?

Bearmaster
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Re:  - posted by MaryJane, on: 2013/4/11 11:07
by bearmaster on 2013/4/11 4:55:58

Let me get this straight. Iran barely has a working nuke. And a scientist has developed a time machine?..And how many 
laws of physics had to be overcome to arrive at such a feat? I thought someone line Einstien said time travel was impos
sible.

Ok. I am ready to believe Area 51 exist and we have gray aliens and flying slivers.

Ok. Next question. Does Bigfoot exist and does he need to hear the gospel?

Bearmaster

_________

Greetings Bear

I realize you were being sarcastic but for me I see this as tragic, just consider how many could be deceived into believin
g things that are "predicted" about their lives. How many might choose to base decisions on the information given to the
m...do you see the danger in this? It does not have to be real for people to believe it to be true it just has to have "enoug
h" credibility for people to be deceived. We need to be in prayer and seeking HIM to open the eyes of the lost so they mi
ght see!

God bless
mj

Re: , on: 2013/4/11 11:27
MaryJane sorry.  But had to be sourcastic on this.  But it is decieving.  Much like occultic means that predict the future.  

Bearmaster.

Re:  - posted by MaryJane, on: 2013/4/11 12:37
by bearmaster on 2013/4/11 5:27:43

MaryJane sorry. But had to be sourcastic on this. But it is decieving. Much like occultic means that predict the future.

Bearmaster.

____________________

Greetings Bear

No need to be sorry. I do understand I to think how can anyone possibly get caught up in this but then I look around and 
realize that there are many who will. That is what I find so sad, many will submit themselves to this kind of stuff just as th
ey do to fortune telling. They will make decisions and live their lives based off of these things and be deceived. 

God bless
maryjane
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Re: Iranian scientist claims to have invented a time machine that can predict the fut - posted by sonofthunder (), on: 2013/4/12 4:47
In spite of the sarcasm flying around.

(which i understand sarcasm is - human nature)

bear in mind.

(A) i wrote the post ...but doesnt mean i believe in it (time machine)

i did say its laughable

But 100 years ago the concept of smart phones and tablets being a reality would have been too (correct)?  And the conc
ept of flying to the moon or smart t.v's would have been laughed to scorn 1000 years ago also as well (no) ?

But a time machine (yes i agree) seems far fetched to me also (i agree)

So be careful now with your sarcasms (cause i did say its laughable)

Im not endorsing or approving use of such things either (btw)

just reporting news as it happens ( thats all)

Cant you seperate me ...from the article itself? im only reporting (not endorsing) okay

Because news is news (bottom line) and we know science has its flaws (agreed)  also !!!

Here's the thing:

when i deliver mail and items to people in my daytime job ...sometimes people ask me ...why me? ...why do i deserve thi
s gift or parcel?

I say to them sir/madam i don't know why  (im just the delivery person)  and that is all - so why askest thou me that?

In relation to news and current events stories  (i just make it known)
(thats all) Dont make it personal 

Sometimes people try to make it personal -  and direct there disagreements and sentiments at the one presenting -  the 
article.

Thats as much a surprise as - a time machine - invention is.

Sarcasm brings out the best in us human beings doesn't it ?  ( Not)

Re:  - posted by murrcolr (), on: 2013/4/12 6:03
When I hear "time machine" you think of time travel into the future or the past....

What they have invented was a machine that predicts the future. This "time machine" they have invented  must be a co
mputer that runs calculations and comes up with an answer...

Which is not really a "time machine"

These type of computer programs have been around for a while now the most famous is called the 'WebBot' 

The History Channel has discussed Web Bot in its special Doomsday 2012, according to the bot, the future is always ble
ak and steadily worsening....  
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Re:  - posted by DEADn (), on: 2013/4/12 7:03
I think that when Christians take something like this too seriously you really need to sit back and ask yourself are you too
serious about life?  You know something like this  can never happen so why get so worked up over it. It is things like this
that can add fuel to those who hate religious people because of such an over reaction to various things.   Kind of like bei
ng watching for every devil around every corner.

Re:  - posted by TMK (), on: 2013/4/12 7:33
SOT--

I did not take Bear's sarcasm to be directed at you personally, but rather with the content of the article.  I am right there 
with him in that respect.

It is true that there have been out there like this for a while, as murcclr stated.  a lot is based on internet traffic etc which i
s supposed to be able to point out trends, etc.  This person has not invented a true crystal ball but possibly has invented 
something that may accurately predict trends, but certainly not infallibly.  if he could predict infallibly he would be able to 
pick winning lottery numbers and would not need his silly invention to make money.  

Re:  - posted by murrcolr (), on: 2013/4/12 10:41
Quote: I think that when Christians take something like this too seriously you really need to sit back and ask yourself are 
you too serious about life? You know something like this can never happen so why get so worked up over it. It is things li
ke this that can add fuel to those who hate religious people because of such an over reaction to various things. Kind of li
ke being watching for every devil around every corner.

It's just propaganda from the Iranian goverment... 

Re:  - posted by sonofthunder (), on: 2013/4/19 5:03
Hopefully this comment will put the fuel and fire out (for good)

But time will tell (sometimes people want to Go on with it)

I actually agree with most of the replies and responses.

And there are way more important issues than this. (agreed)

It was a story i saw - and the science - of where mankind often attempts to go is often interesting ...though at times mac
arbe - and weird.
(and vain) totally vain in many ways:

(hence romans chapter one saying -  inventors of evil things)

Uh huh uh huh ..

Hence the term wierd science ( i used) is also fitting.

Any kind of news  reporting  one conveys can result in getting.a spanking
 from your viewers (but it goes with the territory of co - reporting) i suppose.

 Therefore i have to brace myself for good and negative responses ( and wear it) when i deliver newsvarticles

As would the media or any journourlist (would)

I accept this (fully)

You cant please everyone - and everyone - has an opinion.
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But that said it has NOT detered me from news reporting at all (no sir)

Move on though?  (er yep)

next article please...

No big deal (in that sense)

Finally to those who engaged this thread - i would say this though.

and it does bear repeating:

hearken...

The idea of the internet, mobile phones, smart t.v's, Gps sat navs, flights to the moon, , outer space travel - would have 
been laughed to scorn 1000 years ago - And seemed somewhat IMPOSSIBLE!  (true) be honest?

As is a time machine.

But yet we have all of the above (bar the time machine)

as for taking life too - seriously

I'd choose that in a heart beat OVER sarcasm (any day of the week)

If it came down to a choice between the two

Absolutely.

Sarcasm has landed some personalties lately in (huge trouble) HUGE.
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